euNetworks Launches New Stockholm and Moscow Routes on its
Dedicated Finance Network



New ultra low latency Fibre based solution to Stockholm, delivering market leading latency
Addition of market leading route to Moscow, further strengthening the euTrade portfolio

London, UNITED KINGDOM – 30 October 2013 – euNetworks Group Limited (SGX:
5VT.SI), a unique bandwidth infrastructure provider, today announced it has launched a
Fibre based solution from London to Stockholm, with dedicated low latency dense wave
division multiplexing (DWDM) technology delivering market leading latency. euNetworks
first began offering ultra low latency services to Stockholm in 4Q 2010.
euNetworks has also added Moscow to its euTrade service portfolio, connecting from
Moscow back to London on its dedicated finance network. This route also launches with
market leading latency, offering a round trip performance of 38.19 milliseconds
(Interxion London data centre to M1 Moscow MICEX colocation area) with further
optimisations planned. The offer of low latency cross-connection in the M1 facility to
MICEX also overcomes a significant obstacle for many customers.
Such network investment demonstrates euNetworks’ commitment to this important
market, following strong demand from its financial services customers and also the
Company’s industry leading deployment capability, reducing the previous leading latency
on the London to Stockholm route by 5%. The straight point-to-point route from London
to Stockholm offers a round trip time of less than 21 milliseconds.
“Demand for low latency connectivity to Stockholm continues to increase, prompting our
fibre investment on this important route,” said Brady Rafuse, Chief Executive Officer of
euNetworks. “The addition of Moscow means that today, euNetworks delivers leading low
latency euTrade services across our London Metropolitan network, through to Slough and
Basildon, to Frankfurt, Stockholm, Zurich, Milan and Moscow, directly to multilateral
trading facilities (MTFs). We continue to see great success and strong growth from our
euTrade service portfolio, and as a bandwidth infrastructure provider, we will continue to
invest to deliver the network performance that our clients need to maximise their
business potential.”

About euNetworks
euNetworks Group Limited (SGX: 5VT:SI) is a bandwidth infrastructure provider, owning
and operating 13 fibre based metropolitan networks across Europe connected with a high
capacity intercity backbone covering 38 cities in 9 countries. The Company offers a
portfolio of metropolitan and long haul services including Colocation, Dark Fibre, Metro
Wavelengths, Wavelengths, Ethernet, and Internet. Enterprise and carrier customers
benefit from euNetworks’ unique inventory of fibre and duct based assets that are
tailored to fulfil their high bandwidth needs.
euNetworks Group Limited is headquartered in London and publicly listed on the
Singapore Stock Exchange. For further information please visit www.eunetworks.com.
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